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Roadmap
➢ Anatomy of an Abstract
➢ Anatomy of the Executive Summary
➢ Building a personal Website

Purpose of an Abstract
 Summarize your MP report
 Teaser for your report
 Abstract : Report :: Trailer : Movie

Formatting the Abstract
 10 lines maximum
 Formal language
◦ First or third person

◦ No contractions
◦ No slang/colloquialisms

Content of an Abstract
 Background: Context of the problem your MP addresses

 Methods: What you did and how you did it (briefly!)
 Results: Findings or products

Abstract: Example #1
POLICY AND PROGRAM OPTIONS FOR INLAND MIGRATION OF LOUISIANA'S COASTAL WETLANDS
Louisiana contains over a third of coastal wetlands in the contiguous US but has seen a drastic reduction in total
wetland area in the last century. These wetlands play a vital role in protecting and supporting Louisiana’s
economy and culture. Under natural conditions, wetland areas will move upland in response to rising sea level

or sinking land. Advanced planning for wetland migration is needed to keep communities and infrastructure out
of harm’s way from encroaching open water and to mitigate future wetland loss. This project investigates the
potential for wetland migration in Louisiana through 1) mapping and analysis of coastal wetland migration in
three geomorphically unique parishes and 2) an analysis of policy options relevant to wetland migration.
Findings from our case study approach suggest that in order to account for spatial and temporal variability in

wetland migration potential, site-specific policies will be required for effective implementation.
BACKGROUND?

https://nicholas.duke.edu/programs/masters/advising/masters-projects/10-line-abstracts-examples
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EDITING FOR CONCISENESS

https://nicholas.duke.edu/programs/masters/advising/masters-projects/10-line-abstracts-examples

Abstract: Example #2
CONNECTING WORKFORCE AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND LIGHT RAIL IN NORTH CAROLINA’S TRIANGLE REGION
In many metropolitan regions across the country, higher housing costs around urban cores, job centers, and public transit
are forcing lower-wage workers to move farther away to find affordable housing. The link between public transportation

and affordable workforce housing is especially important to the Triangle Research region in North Carolina due to the
proposed light rail line, which is expected to raise surrounding housing costs. Therefore in order to mitigate gentrification
and displacement in the region, this report analyzes 15 possible policy tools related to the Triangle’s housing infrastructure.

Using multi-attribute utility analysis, a ranking of the 15 policy tools is generated; Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credits
ranked number one, Inclusionary Zoning ranked last. Going a step further, the best combination of policy tools is
determined for workforce housing preservation and creation of rental and owner units. The product is a management and

policy guide for client, local policy-makers, and housing developers to place workforce housing near light rail.
https://nicholas.duke.edu/programs/masters/advising/masters-projects/10-line-abstracts-examples
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Purpose of the Executive Summary


Summary of the MP



States the problem that inspired the MP



Describes all parts of the report: significance, objectives,
methods, findings/results, broader ramifications of the
work, and conclusion.



Allows someone to read the executive summary instead
of the entire MP and understand the main points of your
MP

Structure of the Executive Summary
 Two-page maximum (700-1000 words)
 Single- or 1.5-spaced
 Unnumbered or numbered with small Roman
numerals (e.g., i, ii, iiI)
 May include bullet points

More info: https://nicholas.duke.edu/advising/masters-projects/report

Content of the Executive Summary
 Background/Context

 Significance

 Findings: stated clearly and
in context

 Objectives

 Implications

 Methods: brief
description

 Conclusions

Ceres, “Water Ripples: Expanding Risks for U.S. Water Providers,” 2012.

Executive Summary Review
 Look at Olander et al. 2014’s
executive summary on Sakai.
 Make a reverse outline of the
executive summary

 Does the executive summary
include these parts?
 Background/Context
 Significance
 Objectives
 Methods
 Findings
 Implications
 Conclusions

Olander et al. 2014 available on Sakai  Resources  MP Module 3

Separate Executive Summary
 Hard copy of the Executive Summary for official
records
 Same as executive summary, but printed
 Goes into book of all project summaries
 Signed by advisor

Sample: https://nicholas.duke.edu/advising/masters-projects/sample-executive-summary

The “Executive Summary +”
 Additional version of the Executive Summary as defined
NSOE
 Not required but encouraged
 2 to 4 pages
 Select text from the Executive Summary and add figures

 Good way to show the products of your research to
potential employers!
https://nicholas.duke.edu/advising/masters-projects/report
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Purpose of MP Website
 Describe your MP progress
 Introduce yourself to potential employers
 Showcase your final products

Content of MP Website
 Updates page
 Abstract/summary
page
 Client/background

 Methods
 Findings/product
 About you

Format of MP Website
 Professional - fairly formal
 Updates and About You can be less formal
 Remember your audience!

Examples of MP Websites
 http://sites.duke.edu/fisheriesvaluechain/

 http://sites.duke.edu/nsoeclientgmp_coffee/

Links available on Sakai  Resources  MP Module 3

How to Make an MP Website

http://sites.duke.edu/wp-signup.php

Reminder - Course Requirements
 Attend and participate in all three class sessions
 Visit the NSOE Communications Studio once during the semester

Thank you!

